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City council delays
SLO land use plans

Volunteers ...

By David C. Holbrook
Staff WrKar

The San Luis Obispo City Council
decided Tuesday to postpone further ac
tion on the land use element of the city’s
General Plan until the Planning Commis
sion makes additional studies on a number
of recommendations.
The decision revealed a cautiousness by
the city council to act on measures that
will have a profound effect on the city’s
development before realizing their long
term impact.
Councilmember Penny Rappa em 
phasized that the city council should make
their decisions based on the possibility
that “a rough national economy sits in our
future. One of the things we need to look
at is how we can adjust ... If it takes a few

months (for the commission’s review to be
completed), then so be it.”
Rappa said the council’s decision was
“not a rejection (of the land use element)
but an opportunity for the city council and
the Planning Commission to work closer
together.”
The economic impact of an affordable
h ou sin g p lan t h a t would r e q u ire
developers to provide low-cost homes for
each project was also an issue of concern
for the city council.
The Planning Commission’s land use
plan calls for developers of large housing
projects to reserve up to h alf of their
developments for low-income homes. B a s
ed on a countywide median income of
$34,860, the low-cost housing would re
quire 10 percent of the project’s homes be
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New grad program starts
Schools of Business,
Engineering create
unique curricuium

f

By David Bock
sta» Writar

JON nOOERS/Muctang Daily

Peter Arellanes, a Peace Corps recruiter, talks with biology senior Moira Keene
about her potential future as a Corps representative.

A joint effort by the School of Business
and the School of Engineering has pro
duced an inventive new graduata program
at Cal Poly that is unique in the entire
California State University system.
The Engineering Management Program
(EMP) is an interdisciplinary graduate
program that allows students to earn a
dual degree. It officially began its incep
tive quarter this fall after being approved
by the CSU Chancellor’s Office in May.
Students who complete the EMP will be
awarded both Master of Business Ad
ministration (M.B.A.) and Master of
Science (M.S.) in engineering degrees, each
with a specialization in engineering

management.
The purpose of the program is to
prepare students for the rapidly develop
ing and changing visage of technology and
business. By providing students with a
combination of skills that previously had
not been available in other graduate pro
grams, the EM P attempts to help bridge
the gap between the United States and its
international competitors in the high-tech
fields, according to EM P literature.
‘T h is program should provide graduate
students with the ability to more effec
tively manage the technological changes
that today’s companies are facing," said
professor Don White from the School of
Engineering, coordinator for the program.
“Whether you work for a technologybased company or a company that’s being
drastically affected by technological
change, there’s a big need for people in
many functional groups to be working
together on an interdisciplinary basis. We
feel this program reflects the needs of to
S e e EN G IN EE R IN G , page 15

Volunteers clean county beaches during ‘Coastweeks’
By Deborah Holley
S\tH Wrilar

California beaches received
some special attention when
more than 650 concerned citizens
turned out Saturday statewide
for the 6th annual Coastal
Cleanup.
The event was sponsored by
the California Coastal Commis
sion as part of Coastweeks, a na
tional celebration of the coast.
The California State Department
of P a rk s and R e c r e a tio n ’s
Adopt-A-Beach program assisted
in these efforts.
Adopt-a-Beach is an organiza
tion of groups and individuals
who have agreed to msiintain
segments of beach regularly.

much the same as the AdoptA-Highway program launched
successfully statewide last year,
said Ed Reddig, State Parks’
maintenance chief.
“We had our largest turnout
ever,” he said.
Reddig said the program was
successful along more than 54
miles of local beach in spite of
weekend rain and that over 7,000
pounds of trash was collected.
Trash gatherers were furnished
with plastic bags and collected
all types of debris.
“Litter from beachgoers is a
big part of the problem,” he said,
“but we can identify from what
we pick up that fishing boats and
party boats dump their trash at

Arts &
Entertainment...

sea and that is also a big pro
blem.”
Reddig said beaches that are
accessible to people are usually
cleaner, however, than remote
beaches where cleanup efforts are
nearly impossible.
‘T h e ocean currents cause
huge amounts of trash to ac
cumulate in remote areas such as
in Alaska or the (Channel) islands
off the coast, and no one can get
to those places to clean them
up,” he said.
Reddig also said that Avila
Beach is a big ashtray — more
than 2,000 cigarette butts weie
collected th e re during the
cleanup Saturday, he said, and
probably as many more are still

Local action...

A new SLO chiWren's
museum celebrates its
grand opeing.

and reaction to the
nomination of David
Soutertothe U.S.
Supreme Court.
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in the sand.
South county residents Erin
Carter and Lisa Stanfield were
among the helpers at Avila. They
said they picked up a lot of beer
bottles, wine cooler bottles and
plastic foam cups.
Carter and Stanfield also said
they often pick up other people’s
trash when they go to the beach,
but that the trash cans are
usually full and overflowing, and
they think a bigger trash collec
ting effort is necessary on a
regular basis.
Reddig said the year-round
Adopt-A-Beach program h as
generated a lot of volunteer in 
terest in keeping the beaches
clean, and that people are becom

ing aware that trash and litter
pose a definite hazard.
“Some marine life eat plastic,”
he said. ‘T hey think it’s jellyfish
and they eat it and it can kill
them. Birds get wrapped in
fishing line, and seals get tangled
in plastic and can be strangled.
People step on broken glass and
get cut.”
Collected trash is sorted and
disposed of or recycled. Among
the trash, Reddig said there were
a few foreign objects that looked
like they had floated in from the
orient. Reddig also said that
some interested beachgoers en
th u siastically joined in the
grooming effort.

Today's weather...
Patchy early moring fog,
otherwise mostly clear.
High: 75 degrees
Low: 53 degrees
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Letters to the Editor
Constitution is
no veil for parties
Here is a dose ottoiigb-loYe tb r .
Deborah Holley. I can identify
with her ignorance, largely due to
inexperience, for I was once not
in recovery myself.

Mustang Daily

Her article in
(Sept. 25) entitled ‘T h is World
Full of Dysfunctions” makes one
thing real clear — denial occurs
in endless forms.
You can clearly read what she
has done and ask “what is her
problem?”
She has apparently not taken
the time to examine her own
issues but has plenty of time to
examine those of others.
She tries to communicate
something meaningful at the end
of the treastice, but it is ap
parent that she doesn’t unders
tand recovery. How can anyone
understand what they haven’t
even begun?
If you all would like to read a
g(X)d article on recovery pro
grams, I can recommend “Unite
and Conquer” in Newsweek, Feb.
5, 1990. Deborah’s article was
done more tastefully and with
more humor in Lears, Sept. 1990.
Persons who haven’t even a t
tended a 12-step meeting seem to
think they understand the pur
pose and traditions of such pro
grams.
Some even think they can at
tend a few meetings and "gradu
ate.”
Worse, others think they are
“difTerent” and the program
doesn’t apply to their particular
“situation.” We find this false
pride extremely amusing and yet
can identify with the behavior.
Deborah, you have shown us
that wisdom is indeed different
from education. Ju s t remember
that more will be revealed as you
grow through experience.
Deborah, it is “I’m not okay
and you’re not okay, and th a ts

okay.”
Renny J . Avey
Agribusiness professor

.Ji_ls_pkay to be
dysfunctional
This is in response to Mr.
Lavender’s letter in the Sept. 25
issue of
He seems to be defending his
right to “party” by invoking the
almighty First Amendment to
justify his actions and those of
other students. It is my belief
that Mr. Lavender doesn’t have a
clear concept of what the First
Amendment stands for.
He should see if he can find a
copy of the Constitution and
read for him self exactly what
this amendment says. If he is
careful he might read,“ ... or the
right of the people peaceably to
assemble ... ”

Mustang Daily.

The “right” to hold a party is
most definitely protected by the
First Amendment, but that right
is provisional on the fact that
another’s rights are not en
croached.
When the noise level of a party
becomes excessive, then the
rights’ of your neighbors have
been intruded upon, thereby
repealing your right to party.
It is disppointing that the city
had to establish the “Second
Response” ordinance in an a t
tempt to reduce noise com
plaints.
Ultimately, it is up to students
to party responsibly with regard
to their neighbors’ rights. It only
takes a few simple actions such
as letting your neighbors know
when you plan on having a party;
giving your phone number to
neighbors; keeping the music
down; ending at a responsible
tim e; and r e s p e c tin g your
neighbor’s complaints.
It is no surprise, given the a t
t i t u d e e x p r e s s e d in M r.
Lavender’s letter, that both the
community and the police harbor
ill feelings toward Cal Poly stu
dents.
Come on people, quit standing

A smoke-free San Luis Obispo
But, businesses have statistics
to prove their losses.
This is really sad. I can’t imag
ine being so addicted and so
dependent on something as dan
gerous as cigarettes that I would
choose to quit my bowling league
or drive out of town to have din
ner ju st to “enjoy” a cigarette.

Remember when an evening at
Bull’s meant good friends, cheap
beer and the possibility of lung
cancer?
Since the ordinance banning
smoking in San Luis Obispo’s
businesses went into effect this
summer, the chance of acquiring a
d is e a s e dow ntow n th ro u g h
second-hand smoke has greatly
decreased.

I discussed the whole situation
with some colleagues of mine a
couple of days ago. We tried to
think of a way to keep everybody
happy.
Someone suggested that San
Luis could start “Smoke-Easies,”

On my 21st birthday, my
friends took me to Bull’s for an
infamous Bull Sweat. I remember
(yes, I actually remember) asking
two charming men behind me to
please put out their cigarettes. They laughed, and
one of them said, “Happy birthday honey — get
used to it.”
Well, I certainly had the last laugh on that one
didn’t I?
I could never “get used to” cigarette smoke.
Personally I am allergic to it. My eyes water, I
sneeze and cough, and on rare occasions I break
out in hives. So when I heard if the ordinance being
passed, I was elated.
But regardless of my allergies, smoking is ugly.
Cigarettes are ugly, and people look ugly with cig
arettes in their mouths.
Who smokes anymore anyway? I don’t have any
friends that smoke. And most of my family
members who grew up in the ‘50s when it was con
sidered “cool” to smoke quit a long time ago.
Yet business owners in San Luis Obispo are
claiming they’ve lost costumers because of the or
dinance. I would think they’d gain business
because non-smoking customers would stay longer,
maybe buy another drink or bowl another game
while enjoying a smoke-free environment.

behind the veil of the First
Amendment and take responsi
bility for your actions. Peace.
Rick Noble

Groups offer help
for dysfunctions
I am responding to Deborah
Holley’s opinion titled ‘T h is
World Full of Dysfunctions”
(Sept. 25).
1 am one of many disabled
students with multiple handicaps
who require support from groups
such as ACA (Adult Children of
an Alchohlic). While I realize
that Holley’s article was intend
ed to be humorous, and as she
said, she did not want to “belittle
support groups,” unfortunately,
it is not true that if we were all
“a little more honest with
ourselves” and accepted “who we
are,” support groups would
merely be “a fad, not a way of
life.”
I am happy that Holley ap

‘where“pe6^e'would sneak down some back alley,
knock on a huge door and tell a scary bouncer that
“Joe sent me,” so they could get in to light up and
play some pool or something.
But this isn’t funny. I thought it was, but I
changed my mind.
Smokers are a dying race and they are taking the
rest of us with them.
Look at it this way, if someone abuses drugs or
alcohol, sometimes they end up overdosing and
leave the people close to them filled with pain.
Someone who is addicted to cigarettes sometimes
ends up dying of lung cancer and leaves the people
close to them filled with smoke.
I went to Bull’s the other night with some good
friends and we drank cheap beer. It was nice to be
able to breath and to recognize people from across
the room without having to squint through
smoke-filled air.
This is Sabrina L. G ard a’s second quarter repor
ting for
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parently has no physical or emo
tional handicaps, and I wish dauly that I could be free from my
emotional euid physical afflic
tions, but the reality is that I am
disabled from a cluster of poten
tially crippling problems and one
very important tool I use is selfsupport groups such as ACA to
recover and compensate for my
disabilities.
I believe that I have to take
control of my life and overcome
my handicaps because no one
else will do it for me. I believe
that a proliferation of support
groups is one of the most impor
tant things we can have in a free
society. To me, the true meaning
of liberty is that we have the
freedom to band together for
mutual aid to improve ourselves,
not ju st economically, but in
every way.
For example, I happened upon
a book one day as I idly walked
through El Corral Bookstore. As
I begun to read it, I found that it
was describing my life — the.

pains, the sorrow and things that
had ruined my life. I didn’t get
any college credit for reading
that book, and I don’t get any
units for attending ACA Family
Groups, but ACA has become a
core of my recovery from a life
long emotional affliction.
I’m sure that Holley had no in
tention of making fun of the
handicapped, and she does make
a good point that one should not
flee to a support group for eveo'
minor personality deficit. But m
other ways, I disagree with
Holley’s opinion. Denial is not a
place in Eygpt. It is a terrible
place emotionally handicapped
people place themselves in when
they find that other people >rill
ridicule them for being handi
capped
I found th at attending various
self-help support groups is one ox
the best things I’ ^'e found here at
Cal Poly. None of us have to suf
fer in silence anymore.
Don Hull
English graduate student
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State

Commander tells Gulf Quayle backs Bush’s
troops to stop whining capital gains cutback

Rappers hold benefit
for injured soul singer

LANDING ZONE FO SS, Saudi Arabia
(AP) — U,S. Marine Commandant Gen.
Alfred Gray told his men Wednesday to dig
in for a long stay in the Saudi desert and to
stop asking when they would be going home.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Vice President
Dan Quayle today lashed out at Congress
and expressed frustration with Republican
leaders over suggestions the president give
up his call for a capital gains tax reduction to
help reach a budget compromise.

He also reminded them that if they are a t
tacked “the best defense is a good offense.”
Gray delivered a 45-minute p>ep talk to
Marines at a combat support detachment not
far from the Persian G ulf and the north-south
highways where the corps is straddling to
protect vital Saudi oil installations.

Quayle, touring Southern California to
raise money for Republican cemdidates, said
the president still supports a capital gains
tax cut despite suggestions to the contrary
by Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole and
House Republican Leader Robert Michel.

He told the men he hoped to be able to
stick to the policy of limiting meoor deploy
ments to six months. But Gray, known for
his bluntness, said the tense standoff and
logistical problems might prevent normal
rotations and he didn’t expect any whining.

"Congressman Michel made statements
and similar statem ents (were) made by Sen.
Dole,” Quayle told a news conference. “Ob
viously, if you don’t have Republican support
on Capitol Hill in the final hour it makes it
more difficult. We’re still supporting the
idea.”

Tone Loc and Ice-T said they were greatly
influenced by Mayfield’s 1972 “Superfly”
soundtrack and expressed hope that he would
“stay strong.”

Dole and House Republican Leader Robert
Michel already have said they would be will
ing to put aside Bush’s proposal to cut the
capital gains tax rate in order to get a budget
agreement.

The concert also starred rappers Eazy E,
Mellow Man Ace, the Uzi$Bros, C.P.O., and
King Tee. Most of the artists had joined
Mayfield on a new soundtrack album, “The
Return of Superfly,” released Aug. 21.

In a speech to the Los Angeles Republican
Federation of Women, Quayle blamed the
snarled budget negotiations on Democratic
members of Congress, contending the Demo
crats are unwilling to budge on spending
cuts.

Tone Loc said every rapper can identify a
little with what happened to Mayfield
because "all of us have b^en on many stages,
and this could happen to us.”

“i don’t want to hear about any more
questions about how long you’re going to be
here,” he told about 200 Marines gathered
around him at the camp, named in honor of
Joe Foss, a World War II Marine flying ace.
"How long are we going to be here?” he
asked rhetorically through a bullhorn. “Well,
we’re going to be here as long as it takes to
get done what has to be done.

Soviets officially pass
religious freedom law
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet legislature
formally ended decades of religious repres
sion on Wednesday, passing a law on
freedom of conscience at a time when
Soviets are flocking to churches in record
numbers.
"Our people suffered to get this law,”
said Mikhail Kulakov, a leader of
S e e W O RLD , p age 4

College costs rising,
but slower than before
NEW YORK (AP) — A year at college will
cost an average of 5 to 8 percent more this
fall, a slight lessening in the decade-long spell
of higher education inflation, according to an
“annual survey released
S e e NATION, page 16
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Anyone who has enjoyed
both the freedom and fitness
benefits of mountain biking
and hiking amidst the beauty
of the Central California
Coast can appreciate the need
for a coalition between the
people who share many of the
same trails open for use to
the equestrian and hiking
communities.
Whether you are newly ac
quainted with the quiet and
relaxed atmosphere of tra il
riding and exploring with
your family and friends, or an
expert in the thrilling ex
citem en t of splash-dow n,
creek-plunging and boulderskimming to test your skill
and technique, our Central
Coast has an abundance of
terrain for all rider levels.
In an effort to keep avail
able for the future the many
beautiful forest and coastal
trails that await us, we as
cyclists must share, along
with other off-road vehicle
users, hikers and equestrians,
proper trail etiquette and an
a ttitu d e o f c o u rte s y to
others.
Mountain bike enthusiasts
embrace a lifestyle "th a t is
S e e A D V EN TU R E p ag e
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W ESTM IN STER, Calif. (AP) — Southern
Pacific Railroad is investigating the possibil
ity that vandalism caused the derailment of
four boxcars loaded with naval ammunition,
a company spokesman said.
Bill Currier, assistant superintendent of
the railroad's Los Angeles operating.....
S e e ST A T E , p age 16
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Boxcars loaded with
naval munitions derail

By Carol Berlund
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Rappers such as Tone Loc and Ice-T joined
in the benefit at the Palace nightclub in
Hollywood Tuesday night. The event raised
$25,000 for Mayfield, who is paralyzed from
the neck down, Capitol Records said Wed
nesday.
Mayfield was about to appear in concert on
Aug. 13 in Brooklyn when a gust blew a light
scaffold down on him.

Author favors
nature-sensitive
mountain biking

The Apparel Designer Zone
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — A thousand peo
ple turned out for a benefit by rap music
stars for soul singer Curtis Mayfield, who
was seriously injured in a stage accident last
month.
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the Soviet Union’s Seventh Day
A dventists, who have been
persecuted for evangelical activi
ties.
The law forbids the gov
ernment from interfering with
religious activities, improves the
legal s ta tu s of relig io u s
organizations and gives Soviet
citizens the right to study
r e l i g i o n
in h o m e s
and in private schools.
The Soviet constitution has
long guaranteed freedom of wor
ship, but in the past the Com
munist Party’s ideological op
position to religion as the “opiate
of the masses” made that guar
antee hollow.
In practice, the government
discouraged religious services,
closed churches and synagogues,
imprisoned religious leaders and
preached atheism.
“The most important thing for
us is not only that the law is
passed, but that it begins to
work,” said Adolph Shayevich,
Moscow’s chief rabbi.
Peter Reddaway, an expert on
S o v ie t r e li g io n a t G eorge
W a s h i n g t o n U n i v e r s i t y in
Washington, said in a telephone
interview “there is reason for opt i m i s m t h e l a w w i l l be
respected.”
He noted that official tolerance
for religion has increased since
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
came to power in 1985. Gor
bachev’s mother is a practicing
member of the Russian Orthodox
Church, and last year he ac
knowledged he was baptized as a
child.
‘T h e authorities have been
loosening restrictions for a cou
ple of years, and now they’re
putting it in writing,” Reddaway

said.
He said W estern exp erts
estimate that a quarter of the
285 million Soviet people prac
tice religion, and the number is
rising fast.
Among signs of religious
revival are increeising numbers of
seminarians and the reopening of
churches that were used as
storehouses, garages and even
factories.
Three years ago, Gorbachev
held talks with the head of the
Russian Orthodox Church, the
first such meeting in more than
40 years. In December, he met
Pope John Paul II at the
Vatican.
Bibles are no longer con
fiscated at Soviet borders, holi
day church services are shown on
television and religious publica
tions are flourishing.
On Sunday, a Divine Liturgy
was held in the K rem lin’s
Uspensky Cathedral, the first
full service allowed in Russia’s
most important cathedral since
1918.
Jew s are also enjoying greater
religious autonomy, including
freedom to study Hebrew, which
previously had been suppressed.
The U krain ian Catholic
Church, outlawed by Jo s e f Stalin
in 1947, has come out from
underground and reclaimed some
of its property. Under the new
law, it can apply to local
authorities to regain lawful
status.
In Soviet Central Asia, where
Moslems predominate, a tten 
dance at mosques has risen and
copies of the Koran are in heavy
demand.
The new law, which passed
341-1 with one abstention, says
the government will not “restrict

the study, financing or pro
pagandizing” of religion. It was
not a roll call vote and the iden
tity of the person who abstained
was not known.

The following is a guide to one
of the many trails in the Central
Coast area.

leaving or entering on their way
to the horse camp.

Bush OKs sale
of petroleum
from reserves
CHICAGO (AP) - 'The White
House, claiming there was “no
ju stificatio n ” for the recent
run-up in oil and gasoline prices,
announced W ednesday th at
President Bush had decided to
sell 5 million barrels of crude oil
from the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve.
The decision to tape the na
tion’s oil reserve was announced
by W hite House spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater.
Fitzw ater said the decision to
put 5 million barrels on the
m arket was a “test” and the
president would take “additional
steps to stabilize energy prices.”
The reserve contains 590
million barrels of crude oil,
Fitzw ater said Bush was tak
ing the action to head off “those
who mi gh t seek p rofit by
subverting the sanctions”
against Iraq.
In d u s tr y e x p e r ts have
estimated th at production in
other countries has restored
about two-thirds of the 4.8
million daily barrels of oil pro
duction removed from markets
by Iraq’s takeover of Kuwait on
Aug. 2 and the world embargo
against Iraqi-Kuwaiti oil.

ADVENTURE
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From page 3
both ecology-mined and en 
vironmentally conscientious. E f
forts to preserve existing trails
as well as developing new
possibilities for future trails, is
an ongoing responsiblity of off
road enthusiasts. Many of the
local area cyclists devote time
and energy clearing existing
trails of debris and overgrowth
for the enjoyment and safety of
others. It is vitally important to
obey the rules and regulations
instituted by the United States
Forest Service as well as the
C alifornis S ta te P a rk s and
Recreation Service. By comply
ing with these laws, you will in 
sure that the many trails we en
joy now will still be eryoyed in
the future.
Because of the environmental
se n sitiv ity of designated
wilderness areas, mechanized
vehicles of all kinds including
bicycles are strictly prohibited.
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U P P E R HAZARD CANYON
ROAD
T r a il r a tin g : Easy
D ista n ce : 1.0 mile one way
T o p o g ra p h ica l re a d in g : Morro
Bay South
Upper Hazard Canyon Road is
clearly visible upon entering the
Montana De Oro State Park
boundaries. Continue to the top
of the hill, 0.1 miles south of the
State Park entrance sign. This
Park Service road travels past
the horse camp and goes through
Hazard Canyon.

0.3 m iles — 300 feet
This wide access road takes
you past the horse camp,
0.4 m iles — 330 feet
Continue past the second gate
through the canyon. 'Tilted beds
of Monterey shale line the stream
bed on your right,
0.8 m iles — 400 feet
'The road curves to the right.
1.0 m iles — 440 feet
Junction of Hazard Road and
Manzanita 'Trail.

0.0 m iles — 388 feet
Hazard Canyon trailhead is on
the east side of Pecho Valley
Road. A locked gate denotes the
entrance. Park your vehicle so
you do not interfere with others
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This column was excerpted,
with permission, from Mountain
Biking the Central Coast, a book
w ritten by Carol Berlund.
Berlund is a Cal Poly student and
an avid mountain biker. Her book
is sold at El Corral Bookstore.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

CALENDAR

o u t-o f-to w n
For more information, call the following numbers:
• Ticketron
— San Luis Obispo,

Gottschalk’s (Central Coast
Plaza)
— Bay Area, (415)392-7469
• Basa/Ticketmaster
— Bay Area,
IjOs Angeles,

—

(415)762-2277
(213)480-3232

SANTA BARBARAA/ENTURA
□ Jo h n n y Clegg and Savuka, Sept. 29, Ventura
Concert Theatre
□ G allagher, Oct. 10 & 11, Ventura Concert
Theatre
□ Dave S tew art and the Spiritual Cowboys, Nov.
1, Ventura Concert Theatre
□ Chris Isaak, Nov. 3, Ventura Concert Theatre
BAY AREA
□ Lu th er V andross, Sept. 28, Concord Pavillion;
Sept. 27, Shoreline Amphitheatre
□ The Highwaymen, Sept. 29, Shoreline Am
phitheatre
□ Bel Biv Devoe, Sept. 30, Great America (Santa
Clara)
□ Kenny G. with M ichael Bolton, Sept. 30, Greek
Theatre
□ Engelbert H um perdinck, Oct. 5, Concord
Pavillion
□ Wilson Phillips, Oct. 7, Concord Pavillion
□ Santana, Oct. 7, Greek Theatre
□ Oingo Boingo, Oct. 13, Great America
□ J o e S atrian i, Oct. 13, Concord Pavillion
□ Billy Idol, Oct. 19, Concord Pavillion; Oct. 20,
Cow Palace (San Francisco)
□ Ja m e s T aylor, Oct. 20, Shoreline Amphitheatre;
Oct. 21, Cow Palace
□ Kenny G. with M ichael Bolton, Oct. 22,
Shoreline Amphitheatre
□ Linda R ondstadt with the Neville B ro th ers, Oct.
22, Shoreline Amphitheatre; Oct. 28, Cow Palace
□ Cheap T rick, Oct. 28, Great America
LOS ANGELES
□ Billy V era, Sept. 29, Riverside Hup
□ Kenny G. with M ichael Bolton, Sept. 29, Pacific
Amphitheatre
□ Billy B ragg, Sept. 29, Henry Fonda Theatre
(Hollywood); Sept. 30, Coach House (San Juan
Capistrano)
□ Bonnie R aitt, Sept. 30, Irvine Meadows Am
phitheatre
□ Jo h n n y Clegg & Savuka, Oct. 2, Wiltcm Theatre
□ Bob Ja m e s, Oct. 3, Peppers Golden Bear (Hun
tington Beadi)
□ Nick C ave and the Bad Seeds, Oct. 5, Wiltcm
Theatre
□ A G athering of the Tribes, Oct. 7, Pacific Am
phitheatre
□ Wendy A L isa, Oct. 9, The Roxy
□ Jim m y Cliff, Oct. 10, The Strand (Redondo
Beach); Oct. 11, Riverside Hop
□ Lou Rawls, Oct. 12, The Strand
□ Smokey Robinson, Oct. 12, Celebrity Theatre
(Anaheim)
□ Social D istortion, Oct. 13, UC Irvine
□ M odem English, Oct. 13, Coach House; Oct. 25,
Riverside Hop
□ M artha Reeves A the Vandellas, Oct. 13, The
Strand
□ Ja m e s Taylor, Oct. 13, Pacific Amphitheatre;
Oct. 24-30, Universal Amphitheatre (San Diego)
□ Bill B ruford, Oct. 18, The Strand
□ Los Lobos, Oct. 19, Greek Theatre
□ F a ts Domino, Oct. 26, Celebrity Theatre
(Anaheim)
□ Billy Idol, Oct. 24, Forum (Inglewood); Oct. 27,
Pacific Amphitheatre
□ Oingo Boingo, Oct. 26 & 27, Irvine Mcadown
Amphitheatre
□ Dave S tew art and the Spiritual Cowboys, Oct.
30, The Roxy
□ The Bonedaddys, Oct. 31, The Strand
□ R obert Plan t, the B lack Crow es, Oct. 31 & Nov.
1, Universal Amphitheatre
□ Em o Phillips, Nov. 2, The Strand; Nov. 3, Coach
House
□ 2 Live Crew , Nov. 9, Celebrity Theatre
□ Tow er of Pow er, Nov. 10, Riverside Hop
□ Basia, Nov. 17, Pacific Ampitheatre
□ Dwight Yoakam , Nov. 16, Universal Am
phitheatre
□ The Tem ptations, F o u r Tops, Dec. 9, Celebrity
Theatre)
□ Chris Isaak, Dec. 31, Coach House
See CALENDAR, page 8

Children learn about life at museum
By Erika Dills
Stan Writer

A n o n - p r o f i t c h i l d r e n ’s
museum, designed to foster
growth and awareness in a
hands-on setting, has come to
San Luis Obispo.
The long-awaited San Luis
Obispo Children’s Museum at
1010 Nipomo St. opens this
Saturday.
‘T h is is the type of museum
where children and families can
come to learn about their world,
community and environment by
being involved in a participatory
activity,” said Exihibits Coor
dinator and Chairperson Lois
Gall.
“Our philosophy is very similar
to Cal Poly’s — it is that same
‘Learning by Doing’ idea,” Gall
said.
The m u seum , designed
primarily for preschool through
elementary-age children, will
have more than 22 permanent
exhibits as well as “floating”
temporary exhibits.
“The special programs could
last as long or as short as need
ed,” said Kathy Strong of the
museum’s Board of Directors.
One example of a permanent
exhibit is the Fire Department/
Emergency Center exhibit which
teaches children what to do in an
emergency. Gall said.
In the exhibit, the child must
first call 911 on the “emergency”
phone and then listen and res
pond to the recorded questions,
which are very sim ilar to real life
emergency questions. After the
call is complete and the child
hangs up, a nearby fire engine
will flash its lights to let the
child know help is on the way.
S e e M U SEU M , page 7
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Trevor Strong, 3 h , playing at the Children's Museum.

Touring theater group adds
twist to the miming tradition
By Katie Cooper
Start WrXar

Seattle Mime Theatre per
formers are not the typical
mimes with white faces and
obscure facial expressions who
pretend to be trapped in a box.
This group has a unique, nontraditional style of performing
which has brought on a new
dimension to mime performance.
It uses music and improvisational acts which are accom
panied by narration and are
enhanced by audience feedback.
The group will kick off the ex
perimental New Family Art
Series and will be performing at
the Cal Poly Theatre Friday
night at 7 p.m.
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The Seattle Mime Theatre performa Friday at the Cal Poly Theatre.

C a l Poly A r t s p r o g r a m
manager Peter W ilt said the
series started in summer of 1989.
“(We decided to) create a fami
ly series because there is a need
in the community for family
programming,” Wilt said.
The Mime Theatre will give a
special performance for children
S e e M IM E, page 7

Cal Poly Arts: Bringing together theater, music, dance
Theater manager:
Programs benefit
university, city
By Mara Wildfeuer
Statl Writer_______________________________________

Most students think the Cal
Poly Theater is ju st a large lec
ture hall for psychology and
business classes. However, Peter
Wilt, th e a te r and program
manager for Cal Poly Arts,
thinks a little differently.
Wilt has been involved with
the performing arts at Cal Poly
since 1983. In 1985, Cal Poly
Arts was created and the pro
gram took off, Wilt said.
“Cal Poly Arts is its own enti
ty with ties to the School of
Liberal Arts,” Wilt said Tues
day. “We compile the potential
artists for each season and pres
ent them to the Cal Poly Board
of Directors for final approval.”
It is a challenging and difficult
process to get artists to perform
in San Luis Obispo, Wilt said.
“Its like a giant puzzle — trying
to fit artists’ schedules and dates
along with our budget,” Wilt
said.

Wilt is in charge of researching
the artists, working out accept
able contracts and making sure
the performers have a place to
stay once they get into San Luis
Obispo.
“The logistics of picking up a
60-member dance troupe from
the airport and feeding them can
get hectic,” W ilt said.
As with m ost unive rs ity
related events, money plays a
key role in each arts season. Cal
Poly would have no arts program
if it had to rely solely on ticket
revenue. Wilt said.
“A group may cost $10,000 to
book, plus expenses,” W ilt said.
“We would have to charge close
to $20 for each ticket ju st to
break even.”
Cal Poly Arts receives money
from the National Endowment
for the Arts, the California Arts
Council and the annual Art$alute
auction held each spring. “B e
tween 30 percent and 50 p>ercent
of a performance can be under
written,” Wilt said, which means
that performer fees are partially
funded by various organizations.
Such artists are more likely to be
selected to perform at Cal Poly,
he said.
Cal Poly Arts benefits the stu

dents as well as the community.
Many performers visit or teach
classes. Clifton Swanson, head of
the music department, said the
relationship between Cal Poly
Arts and his department is
mutually beneficial.

season includes Iso and The
Bobs, an unusual combination of
choreography and a capella sing
ing. T h e more t r a d i t i o n a l
Berkeley Shakespeare Festival
will perform “Twelfth Night,”

“Cal Poly Arts brings together
the music, theater and dance
departm ents,” Sw anson said
Wednesday. “T hat is unusual
because at most universities,
those departments have very lit
tle interaction.”
Swanson also said that his
students benefit irom musicians
teaching classes or performing.
In turn, this increases ticket
sales.

and the Seattle Repertory The
ater Co. will perform Moliere’s
‘T he Miser.”
The Special Events Series en
compasses performances th at
don’t readily fall into any
category. The Oakland Interfaith
Gospel Choir performed last
week. The next special event is
El Teatro de la Esperanza’s pro
duction of “Real Women Have
Curves,” performed in a mixture
of English and Spanish.

Cal Poly Arts are divided into
five series, each with about five
performances.
The Quintessence Se ries
features classical and traditional
music. This season’s performers
include the Lafayette Quartet, a
chamber ensemble, the Waverly
Consort, which features songs
from the Middle Ages and the
Cal Poly Chamber Orchestra,
directed by Swanson, which will
perform its annual concert.
T h e C en ter Sta g e S e rie s
focuses on dance and theater
p er fo rm an ces . T h e 19 9 0 -9 1

The newest addition to these
series is the Family Arts Series
which is aimed at pre-school and
grade school aged children. This
Friday, the Seattle Mime Theater
will perform. Parachute Express
and “Freedom Song“ comprise
the rest of the Family Arts
Series.
The Debut Series spotlights
up-and-coming solo performers.
Wilt is particularly proud of this
series because many of the past
artists have gone on to great
fame. This season’s performers
include pianist Hung-Kuan Chen,

French h a rp ist M arie-P ierre
Langlamet and oboist Thomas
Gallant.
Wilt said he hopes these series
will entertain and enrich the lives
of both the student body and the
community.
□ Beginning 15 minutes prior to
curtain at Cal Poly Theatre, stu
dents can get an additional $3 off
the regular student discount price
for any tickets remaining at Cal
Poly Arts events. However, this
is not available for the Seattle
Mime Theatre performing Sept.
28, nor for any performance in the
Debut and Family Arts series.
Students wanting guaranteed
seating should buy their tickets
ahead of time at the already dis
counted regular student price. For
more ticket information, call
756-1421.

When you're done
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All-You-Can-Eat
Spaghetti Dinner!

$ 5.50

(every Sat. night, 5 -9pm)
1 1 1 4 Marsh St., SLO

543- 12141

VOLKSWAGEN
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PORSCHE
CITROEN
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6 -9 PM
Discounted 207© for the party will be Gifts, Gift Books,
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Photo Supplies, Gift Wrap, Greeting Cords, Clothing, Jewelry,
Food and many more items form our regular stock.
Also, save on additional 2 0 7 o from the already
discounted price of books in the General Book Department.
Wear your P.J.’s to dinner at the University Dining Hall
and receive a special gift!
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Bookstore
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Fro m p age 5
from e l e m e n t a r y s c h o o ls
throughout San Luis Obispo
County a t the Cal Poly Theatre
Friday morning.
“It gives the kids a chance to
see a live performance in a
regular theatre instead of a cafe
teria," Wilt said.
The Seattle Mime Theatre
group shows its uniqueness in
non-traditional style of stage
performance.
“We are non-traditional,” said
Bruce Wylie, a Mime Theatre
performer in a recent phone in 
terview. “We do speak (while
performing) and we use music.
With not very many props we
can create a number of senses
and moves and people enjoy the
show a lot.”
Wylie also said the group does
not wear any white make-up on
their faces, and does more in
their show on the line of improvisational theatre work. This
may mean the group will do an
improvisation from an audience
suggestion or will do a narrative
improvisation.
“We (sometimes) have people
from the audience put us into
shape,” said Wylie,“And we do
movement improvisation. They
bend us like Gumby dolls and
that in itself gets a lot of

port an art life” he hooked up
with Mime Theatre performer
Rick Davidson and together they
started a cafe in Seattle. The
group has based an improvisa
tion on what goes on in a cafe.
“We vary our program,” said
Wylie,“based upon who is in our
audience, how old they are and
how many there are.”
Reviewers have said the group
will captivate an audience with
their non-traditional style, and
Wylie had a story to back it up.
“We performed in front of 900
high school kids,” said Wylie,
adding that it is hard to keep the
attention of such a group. “But
the three of us won them over.
At the very beginning they were
stunned at what we did. There
was not any technical wizardry,
no T.V., nothing. We had (only
the) basics and (the students
were) enthralled by it.”
The Seattle Mime Theatre will
have only one show on Friday
night. Tickets for premium and
preferred seating are $10 and $8
for adults rerspectively, $8 and
$6 for students and seniors. If
students get to the box office 15
minutes before the performance
begins and tickets are still avail
able, they will qualify for “rush
prices” which will take $3 off of
the price of admission.

laughs.”
The Mime Theatre has been on
a 2Va-week tour with its three
members, Bruce Wylie, Je a n
Hamilton and Rick Davidson. All
three of the performers have
either a background in dance or
theatre and all have studied
mime movement in ' the United
States and Europe.
The group was in Lassen
County this week, and after their
Cal Poly performances it will
return up north to the Bay Area
and then head to Atlanta.
The group has traveled exten
sively since it got together in
1977 and have toured throughout
the N orthw est, A laska and
Texas. In many other places the
group has performed, such as
London and Scotland, they have
received rave reviews.
Wilt said one reason they were
chosen to perform at Cal Poly
was because other universities
who had them perform at their
campuses had said they were
“absolutely fabulous.”
“T h ey a re new and in 
novative,” said Wilt, “and are
not the classical mimes.”
Wylie proved this to be true,
and said the group gets some of
its ideas from experiences which
have happened to them. Wylie
said that while trying to “sup

From page 5
Some exhibits, such as models
of a powerhouse# animal world,
media center and space shuttle,
were worked on by Cal Poly stu
dents as senior projects. Gall
said.
Mechanical engineering senior
Ken Ekelund worked on the ex
hibit “Powerhouse.” In this ex
hibit, the children use their own
energy on a stationary bicycle to
generate electricity for a light
bulb or television.
An e x h i b i t d e s i g n e d by
e n g in e e r in g tech n ology /
electronics senior Joy Alconcel is
a voice synthesizer. With this the
children can learn how their
voices are recorded and played
back.
All of the exhibits are designed
for the child to learn through in
teraction, Strong said. “We want
them to do more than ju st play
— we want them to learn.”
Strong said if there are other
students who have ideas for the
temporary exhibits, they should
call the museum.
Once open, the museum will
operate primarily on weekends
and Thursday evenings during
the school year, with extended
hours in the summer. However,
Gall said that there will be
special hours for school field

trips.
The cost to enter the museum
is $2 per person, but member
ships are available for families
and senior with grandchildren.
The cost for a family member
ship is $30 for a one year’s ad
mission.
Other memberships, such as
museum supporters, sponsors,
funding patrons and builders, are
for those who wish to donate
more to the museum andtherefore have more benefits.
Cost for these memberships
range between $100 and $1,000.
Because the museum is non
profit, Strong said that money
from the memberships, material
donations and volunteer workers
have really made the design and
construction of the museum
possible.
Gall added that while there
have been some great material
donations to the museum, there
are still items that the museum
has yet to acquire, such as
aquariums, computers and slide
projectors.
The opening of the museum
will feature a “community minifair” in the sports field of Mis
sion College Prep on Sunday,
Sept. 30. The fair will have car
nival games, food, entertainm ent
and information booths.
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A casting call is going out for up
to 700 extras for a new Walt
Disney movie to be filmed in
Santa Maria. Aspiring actors and
actresses should go to Reknown
Aviation at the Santa Maria
Aii*port between 8 a.m. and 4
p.m. on Saturday, Sept 29.
“R(x:keteer” is set in 1938 and
tells the story of a young pilot
who finds a rocket propulsion
pack which enables him to fly.

OPTICAL IMAGES

From p age 5

DISPENSING OPTICIANS

etc...

^tthurs:, sept 27'

544-3364

71,4’Higuera, SLO

The film is set to be released by
Disney next summer.
Anyone more than 18 years old
is welcome to attend the call, and
Disney casting director Marshall
Peck is especially interested in
finding men who would like to
participate.
Although the work is not paid.
Peck said prizes will be raffled
off to the extras, includng
airplane tickets and Disneyland

vacations.
Extras are needed for an airshow scene for the movie which
will be filmed October 8 through
11 from the early morning until
the early evening at the Santa
Maria Airport.
Extras will be costumed by
Disney in period clothes.
For more information please
call Marshall Peck at (805) 9371528.

the U.U. Donations are $3 at the
door.

gymnastics and singing to the
Cal Poly Theatre at 8 p.m. ISO’s
choreography includes elastic
ropes, pulleys, Venetian blinds.
Dr. Frankenstein’s lab and flashy
costumes, and is coupled with
The Bob’s audio performance.
Tickets are $16 and $14 for
adults and $14 and $12 for stu
dents and seniors. All seats are
reserved. For reservations, call
the Ticket Office a t 756-1421 be
tween 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. on
weekdays, and 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
on performance day.
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Look No Further!
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□ An a r tis ts re c e p tio n for the
Cal Poly U.U. Galerie exhibition
‘New Platinum Images: The
Platypus Group” is happening
from 5 to 7 p.m. in the U.U.
Galerie. Various artists from the
west coast will be available to
answer questions and talk about
th e ir u n iq u e p la tin u m
photographs. Light refreshments
will be served and all are wel
come to this free reception.

□ Guitarist and* vocalist G len n
D iam ond is playing tonight at
the Earthling Bookstore from 8
to 10 p.m. For more information,
call (805) 546-3131.
□ For all-original rock ‘n’ roll,
performed by a group dubbed
‘T h e Safeway Band,” T o p ek a
will perform in the U.U. Plaza at
11 a.m. The band will also play
tonight at SLO Brewing
beginning at 9:30 p.m. Admis
sion is $1. Look for the band’s
second demo tape which is being
handed out free of charge.

Co.

□ C h ild ren ’s M useum :
related article, page 5.

nSOS STREET SUBO;
AND

ived., oct 3

see

□ O cto b e rfest, with the Oompapa B a n d is playing at SLO
Brewing from 2 to 4 p.m. T h e
Sky D ogs is playing rock ‘n’ roll
at 9:30pm for a $2 admission fee.

Eri., sept 28
□ ‘T h e Irv in g B e r lin C en tu ry ”
.orchestra, starring Earl Rose
along with singers and dancers,
comes to Cuesta College at 8
p.m. Tickets are $12.50 for
general admission and $14.50 for
reserved seating. For more in 
formation, call (805) 546-3131.
I
IQ The San Francisco band
IAvocado Su n d ae is bringing its
. modern rock' ‘n’ roll to SLO
¡Brewing at 9:30 p.m. Admission
is $2.
---- ------------□ Cheap bow ling, loud music
and give-aways! W hat more
¡could you want? Come to
Mustang Lanes from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. for all the bowling you can
candle, for only $5.

□ Take a study-break and head
on down to th e E a r t h i n g
Bookshop for an a d u lt sto ry h o u r
at 7:30 p.m. Theresa Turner will
feature short stories from the
A t la n t ic Mon th ly including
various authors. For more in
formation, call (805) 543-7951.

morf., oct 1
□ “S ta r s ”, directed by Konrad
Wolf, is the first major film to
deal with the complex relation
ships between Nazis and their
victims. The 1958 film depicts
the love between a German
sergeant and a Jew ish girl con
demned to die. The film screens
a t 7:30 p.m. in Chu ma sh
Auditorium in the U.U. Tickets
are $4 for adults and $3 for stu 
dents and can be purchased at
the door.

on go in g
□ D ra cu la continues to haunt
audiences at The Great American
Melodrama & Vaudeville in
Oceano through Nov. 1. The play
can be seen every Wednesday
through Sunday with two show^
on Saturday. For reservations
and information, call (805) 4892499.

tues., oct 2

□ T h e M irro rs, a contemporary
C h ristian music band th a t
sounds similar to U2, is playing
a t 7:30 p.m. in Chu ma sh
Auditorium in the U.U. 'The con
cert is sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ and admission
is free.

W eekends/Eveninas 5 4 3 - 7 5 5 9
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Disney sends out casting call for extras
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□ S i s t e r s I n t e r e s t e d In
Sisterhood present their “F ir s t
Annual G ospel N ight,” featuring
a wide variety of gospel talent
from the Bay area to the Central
Coast. The concert begins at 6
p.m. in Chumash Auditorium in

□ The University Union Galerie
is hosting an exhibit “New
P latin u m Im ages: T h e Platypus
G roup.” This informal associa
tion of 16 photographers is
displaying black-and-white im
ages in platinum. Galerie hours
are Tuesday and Wednesday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.; Thursday, 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m.; Friday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m; and weekends, noon to 4
p.m.

□ For an exciting evening of
contemporary theater arts, ISO
and T h e B o b s bring dancing.
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Copies
SELF - SERVE
OR
AUTO-FED
FULL - SERVE

FAX # (805) 543-3404
OPEN 24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK!
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(805) 543-0771

White, 70#
8V2X 11 size
paper only!
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Canon Laser
Color Copies
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Poly students may soon pay less
to reach out and touch som eone
By Alison Sherrill
staff Writef_______________

Cal Poly students may find it
cheaper to reach out and touch
someone far away in the upcom
ing year.
The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) adopted new
price-cap regulations Sept. 19 for
the nation’s eight largest local
telephone companies. According
to the FCC, long-distance callers
could save billions of dollars dur
ing the next four years.
The regulations, going into ef
fect Ja n . 1, 1991, lower the rates
local phone com panies can
charge long-distance carriers.
The long-distance carriers, such
as AT&T for example, would in
turn be able to charge the
customer lower rates.
Phone customers aren’t the on
ly ones pleased with the FCC’s
decision. When contacted, both
Pacific Bell’s San Luis Obispo
office and AT&T said they were
satisfied with the new ruling. The
other alternative they had faced

was profit regulation.
AT&T said it was encouraged
by the largest revisions. “It ap
peared to strike a balance be
tween the interests of the seller
and buyers of access. It poten
tially benefits consumers more
than rate-of-return regulation,”
AT&T said in a prepared state
ment to the
The FCC maintains that by
regulating the prices that tele
phone companies can charge
rather than their profits, they
will be encouraged to run more
efficiently. The FCC hopes the
companies will be more inclined
to cut costs within and generate
more sales rather than increase
profits through high costs to the
consumers.
Local Pacific B e ll re p re 
sentatives were not able to give
an estimate of how much of a
reduction residents could expiect
to see in their telephone bills in
the upcoming year. “The overall
effect will benefit the con
sumers,” said one San Luis

Obispo Pacific Bell employee.
‘T h e consumer will ultimately
see lower long-distance charges
over time.”
This could be welcome news to
lon g -d istan ce cu sto m ers,
especially college students who
may run up high phone bills if
they live away from home.
Some Cal Poly students said
that lower long-distance rates
might encourage them to in 
crease the number of long
distance calls they make each
month.
D e a n n a Osborne, a food
science sopohomore, said she
definitely would make more
long-distance phone calls if the
rates were lower.
David Benavides and Claudia
Eckman, business sophomores,
both agreed that they would be
more likely to call more people
long distance.
With the new regulation. Cal
Poly students hopefully will see
lower phone bills in the upcoming
year — and maybe call home a
little more often.

land, was suggested by Mayor
Ron Dunin. He said that “totally
new zones” could be designed to
accommodate the high-density of
such housing.
Under the affordable housing
plan, developers could reserve
one-third of the low-income hous
ing for apartments or group
housing.
Dunin also requested that the
Planning Commission make pro
visions for relocation sites for the
auto dealerships on Monterey
Street.
Bill Roalman, who cast the
lone dissent on the council’s
decision, said it was the “re
sponsibility of the city council to
make changes where necessary.
To send it back to the Planning
Commission and sta rt from
square one is not productive,” he
said.
The Planning Commission’s
residential density recommenda
tions were questioned by Councilmem ber Peg Pinard. She
argued that high-density zones
result in a lack of owner-occupied
housing, which she says is nec-

essary for a stable community.
“I have a firm belief that
owners keep (neighborhoods) a
safe place,” she said, adding that
residents in high-occupancy
housing with a high-tumover
rate are less likely to uphold the
quality of their neighborhood.
Pinard also emphasized the
need for the Planning Commis
sion to decide whether San Luis
Obispo was going to be a town
d esig n ed for in c r e a s e d
automobile use or “environmen
tally safe” methods o f - a lt e r - native transportation.
Roalman agreed that the city’s
General Plan should distance
i t s e l f from an a u t o - b a s e d
transportation system. He sug
gested th e development of
“pedestrian linkages” that would
encourage walking and bike
riding by the public.
Roalman, with concurrence
from the rest of the city council,
also requested that the Planning
Commission study the viability
of preserving agriculture, or a
“greenbelt,” within the city
limits.
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Optumetric ServicesofSanlui»Ob'spo
David A. Schullz, O.D.
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear

7 7 8 Marsh

Sl r e c l ,

SLO

5 4 3-5 2 00
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• Take your Date out in Style
• Nites on the town with
Safe Designated Driver
• N o A lcoholic Beverages U nder 21

$25 per hour and up
546-0734

FRIDAYS AT
"THE FLATS"

CITY COUNCIL
From p age 1
sold at twice the median income,
20 percent at triple and an addi
tional 20 percent at four times
the median income.
Smaller developments would
require 10 percent in low-cost
housing or 20 p ercen t for
moderate-income homes. Build
ers who do not adhere to these
guidelines would be levied a fee
equal to 2 percent of the pro
ject’s value.
Commercial developers also
“would be “required ‘ to " provide
low-income homes and would be
fined 3 percent of the project’s
value if they failed to meet the
provisions of the plan.
Vice Mayor Je rry Reiss said
the proposal could lead to an in 
crease in the cost of surrounding
homes and, while well-intention
ed, lacks ^consistency with the
free m arket system sis we know it
... I’m afraid of creating a docu
ment that we all like but could
never have,” he said.
The possibility of group hous
ing for students in areas next to
campus, on both city and county

/I
.
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HappyHour 4-6pm
Live Music • Upside-down Margaritas
Free Hot Nacho Bar • $1 Margaritas

f s a ñ l u i s o b is p o j

lOSl Nipomo St. • 544-7575
Inside the Creamery
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Drawing to be held in the Computer Department
on October 2 at 8 :0 0 pm during the P.J. Party

2nd Prize
Stereo Headphones
$85.00 Value

3rd Prize

MBS I1100 minute
10-pack audio cassettes

14.99 w/ rebate

• 100% BEEF HAMBURGER
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• LOW-FAT FROZEN
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—
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5-pack with free
cassette carrying case
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Universal Remote Control
$50.00 Value
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• SAUSAGE BISCUIT • SHORT STACK HOTCAKES
• LARGE COFFEE
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Daytime, niqhtlime.
anytime, we have somethinq for 59c plus tax
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The LOWEST auto insurance rates on the
Central Coast specially designed for
College Students.
’’Don’t pay more than you have to.”
Call Now for a FREE QUOTE and find out
about our College Student Program.

Former Poly student, intern will
direct university’s Financial Aid
Ryan to be only
second person
to hold position
By Angie Carlevato
stall WrKer

Remodeled Townhouse

$ 750.00
per month
2 bedroom, 11/2 bath
(laundry, pool, weight room)

Diane Ryan, who began as an
intern in Cal Poly’s Financial Aid
office in 1976, has been named
director of financial aid for the
university.
In a recent telephone inter
view, Ryan said that she is
pleased to be appointed the new
director.
Hazel Scott, vice president of
student affairs, said, ‘T)iane of
fers a strong combination of
technical knowledge, state and
national awareness, and ad
ministrative and leadership skills
demonstrated at Cal Poly.”
On Oct. 1, Ryan will succeed
Lan*y Wolf, the only person ever
to hold the title of director of fi
nancial aid at Cal Poly. Wolf is
retiring after 20 years of service

at the university.
“Larry Wolf has developed a
great staff and a great track
record for our departm ent,”
Ryan said. “I have concerns at
the prospect of taking over a
department at a time of urgency
at a budget standpoint and cer
tainly given the tremendously
changing federal agenda.
“The frightening prospects for
budget reduction at the federal
level could have an extremely
negative impact on students in
the years to come,” she said.
“So, it’s a challenging and
possibly a time of crisis which
also means we are presented with
opportunities,” she said.
In her new position, Ryan will
administer the awarding of $23
million annually in grants, loans,
work study and scholarships to
more than 6,000 Cal Poly stu
dents.
Ryan, a San Luis Obispo resi
dent who has been the associate
director of financial aid at Cal
Poly since 1983, will lead a staff

of 24.
Ryan has been active in state
and regio nal f i n a n c ia l aid
asso ciation s throughou t h er
career. Since 1981, she has par
ticipated in the development of
the California Guaranteed Stu 
dent Loan program as a member
of the board of directors of the
C alifornia H igher Education
Lo an A u t h o r i t y , In c . T h e
authority provides the largest
secondary loan m a rk e t for
California student borrowers.
Ryan earned an associate’s
degree from Cuesta College, a
bachelor’s degree in speech
communication and a m aster’s
degree in education from Cal Po
ly. From 1987 to 1989 she took a
leave of absence and completed
coursework for a doctorate in
higher education administration
at the University of California at
Los Angeles. She is currently
conducting a st u d e n t loan
default research project on
California student borrowers for
completion of her Ph.D.

Auditors sue Lockheed over dismissal
CALL
543-5028

ASI
Travel Center

L O S A N G E L E S (A P ) Lockheed Corp. fired th ree
auditors because they blew the
whistle on dangerously flawed
metal used in the C-5B cargo
plane, their lawyer said Wednes
day as trial of their wrongful
dismissal suit began.
The lawsuit, being heard in
state court here, contends they
were fired in 1985 for questioning

the structural integrity of the
bodies of the C-5B, the biggest
plane in the Western world.
The suit seeks unspecified
damages.
Lockheed says the men were
let go for unprofessional conduct
and violating company policies.
But in his opening statement
Wednesday, attorney Herbert
Hafif accused the big military

in conjuction with
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• Low est possible fares
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• Friendly, e x p e rie n c e d staff
• E a c h p u rch ase benefits A S I
(c o n v e n ie n tly lo c ated in th e U. G .)

CALL 544-9442

Special Quarterly Rate
All the care you need for $ 2 5 per week

FREE Consultation
• S tu dent Discounts
• Sports Injuries
• Licensed M assage T h e ra p y
"The Best Ini'estment You Can
Make Is Eiiucateii Health Care"

and Exam
Dr. Rudy Adler
1411 M o n te re y
' S.L.O .

544-2545
call for info.
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"Keep your car cool
and clean with
accessories & car care
products you will
at Foreign Auto
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contractor of lying.
The men were fired after they
wrote letters to Lockheed’s se
cond h ighest-ranking official
demanding grounding of C-5s
while additional tests were con
ducted, H afif told jurors.
The first letter was “the hot
test potato ever handed down in
this industry,” Hafif said. “After
a letter like that you’ve kissed (a
promotion) goodbye.”
H afif contends th a t even
though no provable accidents
have occurred because of the
deficiencies, the C-5 is highly
dangerous. The plane, which can
carry 145 tons of cargo, is being
used heavily in the Persian Gulf.
Lockheed acknowledges that
problems emerged in 1983, early
on in the C-5B program, with
forged metal mainframe parts
that were heat-treated.
The company m aintains that it
and the Air Force fixed the pro
blems and have studied the pos
sibility of mainframe deficiencies
over the years. They have
determined that parts were pro
perly prepared and are safe,
Lockheed said in a statement.
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Animal sciences host field day
Speakers, bulls
to highlight beef
industry events
By Michele Morris
staff Writer

C alifornia-N evad a S a le rs
association; and Ja c k Algeo,
head of the Cal Poly animal
science and industry department.
In the afternoon. Cal Poly stu
dents Jennifer Anderson of San 
ta Ynez and Chris Edwards of
San Luis Obispo, both animal
sdence majors, will report on
their senior project research.

Two significant events for
those in California’s beef cattle
business are scheduled for early
An evening banquet at the
next week by Cal Poly’s animal
Embassy
Suites Hotel will con
sciences and industry depart
clude
the
field day program.
ment.
John
Lacy
of
Paso Robles, presi
The Cal Poly Field Day, will
take place at the Embassy Suites dent of the National Cattlemen’s
Hotel in San Luis Obispo on Association and a Cal Poly
Monday, Oct. 1. Registration will alumnus, will speak after dinner.
begin at 8 a.m. Many speakers
The 34th annual Cal Poly Test
are scheduled throughout the Bull Sale will begin the next
day, including: Roy McPhee of morning, Tuesday, Oct. 2. Test
Lodi, Ca., president of the bulls are brought by beef cattle
California B eef Cattle Improve ranchers from all over California
ment Association; Bill Neal, to Cal Poly and put through a
Davis, Ca., president of the nutrition test. Students and

faculty members keep precise
records of each bull’s progress,
size and weight.

12" P E P P E R O N I

Inspection of the animals and
their performance records will
begin at 8 a.m. a t the Cal Poly
Beef Unit. The auction will begin
at 12:30 p.m. in the Livestock
Pavilion at the Beef Unit ju st
north of the main campus. The
auctioneer is Skinner Hardy of
Famosa.

P IZ Z A

The production of “Roseanne,”
last season’s TV ratings leaders,
could be moved to Paisley Park
Studios in suburban Minneapolis
as soon as next season, Arnold
told the St. Paul Pioneer Press
Tuesday in a telephone interview
from the “Roseanne” office in
Burbank, Calif.
“It is something we really

want to do,” Arnold said of the
move. “I think it’s hard for any
body else to understand what it
has been like, with these tabloid
reporters and photog;raphers
crawling all over you.
“It ju st won’t be as crazy back
there,” he said.
Even if the move m eets
resistance, Arnold said he and
“the missus” are in the process
of buying a house in Minneapolis-St. Paul area.
They need relief from what he
calls “the loony bin” that passes
for their life in the Los Angeles
area, he told the newspaper.
“We’re trying to work out the
move,” Arnold said. “Everyone

• Limit 2 per person
• No coupons necessary
• No additions or substitutions

About 125 bulls will be sold
from the 317 that have been on
test at Cal Poly.
Cooperating in sponsoring the
field day are the California Cat
tle m e n ’s a s s o c ia tio n , the
C alifornia-N evad a Salers
Association, the California Beef
Cattle Improvement Association,
and the San Luis Obispo County
Cattlemen’s Association.

Comedian wants to move show
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) —
Comedian Roseanne B arr and her
husband and manager, Tom Ar
nold, want relief from tabloid
photographers in Los Angeles by
moving to Minnesota to make
Barr’s high-ratings television
show, “ R o s e a n n e , ” i t was
reported Wednesday.

$
2 .9 9exp. 11/7/90
^

here is very excited about it.
Rosie and I are, I know. We’ve
talked to people out at Paisley
Park. That’s where we would
shoot the show. They are inter
ested.
“Obviously there are still a lot
of things to work out. Things like
how much room our sets would
need, scheduling, that kind of
thing.
“But, yeah, we want to do it.
This is nuts the way it’s been
lately.”
Arnold said the proposed move
has yet to meet resistance from
either the Carsey-Werner Co.,
which produces “Roseanne,” or
ABC.

San Luis Obispo
793 Foothill

(In the Foothill Plaza)
541-6606

MICHELLE KENNY
BETH ARNOLD
AMY LAUGHLIN
JESSICA AULT
ALISON LEAN
MELISSA BELLERO
LISA LAZANO
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HEATHER HOWARD
JENNIFER THOMAS
KAROLYNE SCHOTT
PAM JACOBSON
ANDREA DOORACK TIFFANY THOMPSON
STEPHANIE SHOENFELD
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Brando writes memoirs
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Peo
ple are flinging multimilliondollar offers at actor Marlon
Brando, but this time it’s not for
a role on the silver screen..
After decades of guarding his
privacy, the 66-year-old star
wants “to set the record right”
by selling his memoirs.
“He is writing and many
publishers are making bids for
the rights,” said the actor’s ad
viser, attorney Belinda Frixou.
Brando recently announced his
memoirs were for sale by
telephoning the Hollywood trade
newspaper. Daily Variety.
“I have no inhibitions,” Bran-

do told Daily Variety columnist
Army Archerd. ‘T h ere isn’t any
thing I won’t go into. Whatever
doesn’t kill you makes you
stronger. Even though it’s a
world of bruises.”
“He’s doing it totally himself,
he’s a very good writer and has
done scripts before .... He’s writ
ten passages and poems and is a
writer I would say of — who
would I compare him to? I sim
ply can’t,” Frixou said.
The announcement of a tell-all
autobiogp’aphy came after the
actor complained of his lack of
privacy following his son’s arrest
for murder.
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_ 'he Apple Farm has always had a special
,
relationship with Cal Poly. Many of our en5^-^thusiastic employees are Poly students or
graduates. We're happy to announce a shuttle
service designed just to meet the special needs
of the Poly faculty, staff and students.

ALLIANCE AUTO
INSURANCE
•Competitive Monthly rates on
minimum & full cxDveraqe*
• Free SR Filings!
•Walk in or Over The Phone Quotes!
•Close to Poly!

Finally, a convenient way to
enjoy an off campus lunch.

679 Santa Rosa
844-6248

Our free shuttle leaves every 10 minutes
between 11 am and 2 pm from traffic circle
between the Ag. Erhart and Home Ec. build'
ings. We guarantee your return co campus
within one hour if you wish.
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Sisters Interested in Sisterhood
Invites you to attend their:
//,

1st Annual

Gospel Night

Featuring a wide variety of Gospel Talent
from the Bay Area to the Central Coast
W hen:
W here:

Saturday, September 29,1990
Cal Poly State University
**C h u m ash A u d ito riu m

Tim e:

6:00pm - Until

Donation:

””tickets can be purchased at the door

$3.00
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Begins Oct
Call 544-2040 or use our hotline at the Shuttle Stop.
For more information, see our video at the Shuttle Stop.
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Cuesta announces plans
to improve campus lights
By Mary Frederisy

The state legislation mandates

Wftof_____ ________________________ safe lighting on new construction

Cuesta College announced this
week that campus lighting, signs
and security will be improved.
Michael Hargett, vice presi
dent for business services at
Cuesta said that a committee on
campus brought up the proposal.
“The environm ental issues
committee brought it to our at
tention,” Hargett said. “It was
not because of the Bergenson bill
(SB 1912).”

on California State University
and community college cam
puses.
Cuesta’s plan would include
improving low level lighting, ex
panding campus safety services,
and expanding the use of bus
transportation.

Gulliver!s
Thivel
Ceptre

Hargett said finances for the
plan would come from increased
parking fees and fines.

STUDENT TRAVEL SPECIALISTS

Salcido trial goes on
Cocaine detected
in blood found
in car of accused
REDWOOD CITY, Calif. (AP) A “fairly average dose” of co
caine was found in blood on an
ammunition box in Ramon
Salcido’s car, a toxicologist
testified Wednesday.
“It was not death threatening
or to x ic ,” said to xico lo g ist
William Phillips.
Salcido, 29, is accused of kill
ing seven people, including his
wife and two of his daughters.
Defense attorney Marteen Miller
contends that Salcido committed
the crimes while under the in 
fluence of 3 grams of cocaine and
three bottles of champagne.
Phillips said the dried blood
could not be tested for alcohol
because “alcohol dissipates into
the atmosphere.”
He also conceded that it was
impossible to determine if the
co ca in e cam e from the
bloodstream.
The cocaine could have been
added to the blood outside the
system, he said. As an example,
Bume rts mentioned cocaine
dripping on a cut while being
smoked.
The other witnesses on Wed
nesday included a hotel security
guard and a store clerk who said
Salcido did not appear drunk or
intoxicated when they saw him
the day of the massacre.
Bridgcttc Kustcr, then a clerk
at the Ross Store in San Rafael,
testified about selling the defen
dant pants and a shirt the day of
the slayings, recalling even the
brand names.
Bumerts asked if a t any time
she had seen Salcido in his

ENTRY DEADLINE EXTENDED TO
OCTOBER IS . 1 9 9 0 AT 5:00P M
Com e In and e n te r ou r draw ing for 1 FR E E
roundtrlp tic k e t from LA to London
on VIRGIN ATLANTIC AIRWAYS through filA .

underwear.
She said no but Miller, again
out of court, insisted that Salcido
could not have been wearing
pants when he entered the store.
The ones worn during the
bloodbath had been discarded
“because he realized he could not
walk around like that.’
Under cross examination,
Küster was asked why she had
refused to meet with the defense
team before the trial.
“I felt I didn’t need to talk to
you,” she answered.

(MUST HAVE VALID STUDEirr M>./RBSTIUCTIOII8 MAT AFFLT)

755 SANTA ROSA ST., S.L.O.
546-8612

541-4141

Voted # 1 on the Central Coast

F. McLintock's Saloon
Thursday Special
Silver Dollar
Steak Sandwich

$5.95
NOW LEASING
C e d a r.C re e k ^
FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

CONDOMINIUMS
• 2 BEDROOMS/2 BATH
• Heated Pool • Deck/Patio
• Covered Parking
• Price Slashed $850 mo.
• Close to Cal Poly
• Modern Appliances

Maloney's Gym and Fitness Center
$60.00 or 50% OFF*
Bring in this A d for a FREE WORKOUT!
Offering the most extensive line of free weights...
with over 75 workout & exercise machines
INCLUDING
Gravltron
6 Stoirmosters
8 Lifecycles
Recumbent Bikes
Liferower

10 or 12 Month Leases
Roomate List Avail.

AVILA BEACH REALTY
699 CALIFORNIA BLVD.

SAN LUIS OBISPO
9:00 AM TO 4:00 PM

(805) 544-9676

Flex
Nautilus
icorian
Pyramid
Universal

Maloneys Gym. Continually adding new equipment
and aerobic classes to challenge your fitness program. Committed to
everyone seeking to improve the way thay live, look and feel.

3546 South HIguera

^ (d e p e n d in g o n ty p e o f m e m b e rs h ip . E x p ire s 1 0 /2 9 /9 0 )

(805) 541-5180
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Briefs

and Damage Assess
Sierra Club holds “Survey
ment” will be held at the San
Obispo County General
Pismo slide show Luis
Hospital Annex. Classes will last

MON
2fer1
S teak O u t!

$6.95!

Two Tri-Tip dinners
The price of onel

The Sierra Club is holding a
slide show Saturday, September
29, at 7:30 p.m. Bring warm
clothes, a flashlight, and a
cushion to the Campfire area of
Pismo Beach State Park, Pier
Avenue, Oceano, For more in 
formation call 929-3647.

2-hour Grand Hill
nature hike today
A two-hour nature hike on the
Grand Hill Trail will be held
Thursday. Sponsored by the
Sierra Club, participants will
meet at the State Park kiosk at
the west end of Grand Avenue in
Grover City.

Red Cross has
disaster classes
The San Luis Obispo chapter
of the Red Cross is offering two
disaster preparedness courses on
Saturday, Oct. 20. “Disaster
F e ed in g O p e r a t i o n s " and

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For details
call 543-0696.

Ventura County
wants deputies
The Ventura County Sheriff’s
Department is accepting ap
plications for qualified i n 
dividuals interested in becoming
deputy sheriffs. Applications can
be obtained through county or
Sheriff’s personnel. Applications
must be submitted by 5 p.m.
November 9. For details call
654-2375 during regular business
hours.

Cuesta College
holds biathalon
Cuesta College is holding its
fall biathalon on Sunday, Oc
tober 14, starting a t 8 a.m. The
10-kilometer will be held first,
followed by a 40-kilometer bicy
cle ride on paved public roads.
Pre-registration is $18 per person
and $36 per team. Late fees are
$23 per person and $46 per team.
For registration and details call

the Cuesta College physical
education department at 5463207.

Applications out
for 1991 pageant
Late applications are being ac
cepted for th e 19 91 Mis s
California USA pageant, sched
uled for N o v e m b e r 1 9 - 2 4 .
Registration closes October 1.
Competition include interview,
swimsuit, evening gown, and
on-stage interviews. For restric
tions and details on the pageant,
call director Donna Kinney at
549-0535.

Wild Game BBQ
at Cuesta Park
The 25th Annual Wild Game
Barbeque will be held from noon
to 3 p.m. on September 30. The
barbeque, sponsored by the San
Luis O b isp o S p o r t m e n ’s
Association, is being held at
Cuesta Park. It will include
venison, elk, swiss sausage, wild
fowl, and fish. Tickets are $7 for
adults and $4 for children under
12. For reservations call the
Chamber of Commerce at 5431323 or Ja ck Farris at 543-0429.

Law’s offers craft
classes at night
Law’s Hobby Center is offer
ing classes in cake decorating, oil
painting, calligraphy, water col
or, tole painting, and Native
American beadwork. For more
information call 544-5518.

Night extension
ciasses offered
Cuesta College will begin offer
ing extension classes in midOctober. S u b je c t s includ e
quilting, holiday gift-making, us
ing PC software, and creative
gifts with chocolate. For more
information or registration con
tact the Community Education
and Services office a t 546-3132.

Amnesty chapter
meets Thursdays
The Cal Poly chapter of
Amnesty International m eets
every Wednesday from 6 to 7
p.m. in the Mathematics Build
ing, room 152. If you would like
to join or would like more infor
mation call Clarissa at 543-3205.

Ex-Berkeley head
speaks at Poly

WED
i 'i

with Clans Software.

Burger N ite !

$ l9 9 !

F o r m e r UC B e r k e l e y
Chancellor Michael Heyman will
spealung Tuesday, October 2,
a t I T a . m . fn C h u i r f a s h
Auditorium. The speech is being
sponsored by the president’s of
fice and Cal Poly. Heyman will
be addressing issues effecting
Cal Poly and other state institu
tions, and is the first installment
in a three-part series.

Wilson support
group to convene
The San Luis Obispo County
Wilson Committee meets every
T h u r s d a y a t noon a t th e
Republican Headquarters. For
more information call 541-4010.

SAT
Brewmeister's
. D inner
2 KnockwurstSf
w /Saurerkraut, Red Cab
bage^ Rye Bread w ith
Cheddar Cheese Spread.

5.95

Now that’i
real beer!

Th'oakk’mtc rm’ismatuiihhs* »^meforthe
\faant(sh issure toput you ahead ofthepack

Powerful Word Processing
.MacDfrite^ II sofhvare makes your writing assignments
easier. Editing is a breeze with the advanced spelling
checker, 220,000-word thesaurus, and footnote apability.
Use custom fonts and styles, and multiple columns for
attention getting papers and flyers.
So, whether you're wnting a lab report or an economics
paper - your work will look professional and take a lot
less time.

Easy Graphics and Design
Use MacDraw * II software to am píete the picture. You
can aeate anything from simple graphics and charts to
technical illustrations and architectural drawings.
MacDraw II is the perfect partner for any project - from
the fraternity newsletter to a new bike design for your
engineering class.

The Hottest Combination
Together, MaeWrite II and MacDraw II can help you to
write, publish and design anything from a term paper, to a
research fxojea, to a resume that gets results - giving you
the winning edge. No matter what the race, you'll finish
ahead with Claris software.

Get on Track This Fall!

Back-to-School Offer

Ask for details on the special Claris
on the popular software combination for your Macintosh MaeWrite II and MacDraw 11.

M u sta n g
D a il y
WILD GAME

Silver Anniversary

BARBECUE
Sunday, Sept. 30,1990

Donations. . .
Adults $ 7 .0 0
Children
$ 4 .0 0
•MBB•#

Enter the Claris Sweepstakes to uin a brand neu'
TREK Mountain Bike absolutelyfree!

jC ^ S T A P A R K

EIG>nal
IBooksiDie
Computer Department: 756-5310

jSan Luis Obispo
aAsecc ut or wild oami

C L A M S

1119 Garden Street
San Luis Obispo
543-1843

01990 Clans (xirporaiior All nghts rfS ftvfd dans, MacDraw and MacWnle art
regisrtrtd trademarks of Clans Corporation Macintosh is a registtrtd trademark of
Apple Computer, Inc TREK is a registered trademark of TREK Bkrycie Corporation

San Luia

penserà by:
Sporlaman'a Associotlanl
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ENGINEERING
From p age 1
day’s industry,” he said.
Although there are only 13
students currently enrolled in the
program, White said that he is
very happy with the response to
it so far, especially since no
substantial efforts have been
made to m arket it.
The projected enrollment in the
program is expected to be 50
students a year. White said, but
he anticipates th at soon there
will be more applicants than can
be accommodated.
Business professor Rami Shani
said the program is well-suited
for the particular qualities of Cal
Poly, and he has high expecta

Classified
njUST SAY!!

IIYESI!

AMERICAN MARKETING As'sOCIATION
FALL ICEBREAKER-PARTY!! FRI 28
CUESTA PARK 3:00 POST PARTY!!

EVERYBODY WELCOME & WANTED
FREE FOOD & DRINK CALL 545-9249

***SAM***

SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMNET OF MGT
MEETING THURS 11AM AG ENG 123
GUEST SPEAKER-DONNA DAVIS
FROM CAL POLY PLACEMENT CENTER
FRI 9/28 TOUR SLO SOURDOUGH &
HIND CO.-BUS BLDG.LOBBY-1:00PM
ALL MAJORS WELCOME!!!!
CAL POLY GLBU(GAYS, LESBIANS.
BISEXUALS UNITED) MEETS TUES
NIGHT AT 7:00 IN FACULTY OFFICE
BUILDING IN ROOM 24B.PLEASE
JOIN US FOR SOCIAL OUTLETS AND
SUPPORT SERVICES. 542-8514________
Financial Managenwnt Aaaoc.
THE CLUB TO BE IN
1st meetirra Thur.27, Bus.Bldg.
Room 214 Come and join the fun!
Interested in Human Resources?
HRMA IS BACK! MON 10/1 5-6 pm
Ag Bldg 10 Rm 241 All welcome

TOMODACHI KAI
Japanaaa Club
Meeting:Th.7pm Sci North rm 201
Friends- Sports-Social Events
Karen 543-3524 / Eric 544-8968

* ATTN GOLFERS
Cal Poly Golf Assoc First
meeting Oct. 2, 7:30 BLDG52-E45
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETINGS
TUESDAY AND FRIDAY 12:10
CAMPUS HEALTH CENTER ROOM 115
ASI LEADERSHK»
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
31 Campuswide Committees
5 Exec. Staff Committees
Pick up Application from Linda
Lee in UU217A. Deadline Oct. 1st
AUDITIONS
ORCHESIS DANCE COMPANY
INFO MTG & WORKOUT
SEPT 25 4 26 AT 6:00 PM
AUDITIONS SEPT 27 6 « ) PM
CRANDALL DANCE STUDIO
DO SOMETHWG FOR YOURSELF;
REC SPORTS HAS THE PROGRAM
Massage and Sun Language
Classes begin this week 10/1
410/2. 2days/wk. for sign 1
for massage Hurry' Sign up
now at Rec Sports. U U ^2C .

EL CORRAL
PJ. PARTY

OCT.2 6-9PM
Wsar your P.J.’s for 20% off

EX TENAYANS

Tenaya Hall's 89-90 Alumni
Come to the 1st Annual BBQ/
this Sat. 12pm Cuesta
Park 1st FI -chips4dips. 2nd FI salad4condiments, 3rd.FI.-dessert.
Everybody BYO meat 4 buns.
Call Christine(544-0854) or Paul
(M3-6641).
FAST
FUNDRAISING
^
PROGRAM
•1.000 in juat one week.
Earn up to $1,000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5,000 more!
This program works! No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext 50

Mustang Daily
C lassifieds
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

tions for the success of the EMP.
“ B e c a u s e o f Cal P o l y ’s
undergraduate reputation in both
schools, I think it’s gonna fly,”
Shani said. “The word is around
that people who come out of Cal
Poly don’t need a h alf a year of
training programs to get going.
Our reputation and particular
strengths will attract quality
students and make the program
successful.”
Shani said that the EM P will
be targeted toward chief execu
tive officers and human resource
managers of technology-based
companies. He also hopes that
o t h e r u n i v e r s i t i e s wi t h
technology-oriented curriculum

will implement similar programs.
During the approval process,
which sought input from hightech and related companies, it
became clear that a program like
the EMP was long overdue, said
Shani.
‘T h e response from industry
leaders was unbelieveedoly sup
portive,” said Shani. “The input
we received from industry was
one of the things that gave us
the extra push we needed to get
the program approved. I’m very
excited about that.”
But the faculty are not the on
ly ones excited about the pro
gram. Dawn Posey, who gradu
ated from Poly in 1989 with a

degree in industrial engineering,
said the EM P dffered exactly
what she was looking for in a
graduate program.
‘T h e engineering graduate
program deals with business but
it also gives us a more advanced
engineering backround that will
help us deal with bigger projects
and keep us abreast of new and
coming things,” said Posey. “If
anything, I feel it will make us
more competitive.”
Dennis Miller, who graduated
from the University of California
at Santa Barbara with a degree
in physics, had nothing but
compliments for the EMP so far.
“It’s a wonderful program,”

.-r
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ANDY-

Life is an illusion in which
we come across images of reality
which build to a dream we can
live. Thank you for being one
of those images worth remem
bering.
HAVE A GREAT B-DAYI
I LOVE YOUl
KIM

The stunning girl that bumped
into me at the book store...
Then saw you again, "Are you
doing O.K.?"Can1 stop thinking
about you. Bump into me again.
Same place- 3:30, Anyday-stunned

ALPHA CHI OMEGA IS PROUD TO
WELCOME THEIR NEW RHO PLEDGES.
THE ACTIVES LOVE YOU GIRLS!
BETA RUSH
TODAY:
BO W/GAMMA PM BETA
4:00 at THE HOUSE
1252 FOOTHLL

-

RUSH DELTA
SIG M A PH I!------

FALL 1990-LIFE ON THE EDGE
HIT THE BEACH ON OUR NEW SAND
VOLLEYBALL COURT AT THE HOUSE
AND CATCH SOME RIBS 4 CHICKEN
TOO! SÄT.SEPT.29 AT HIGH NOON
SUN DINNER/SMOKER 6:00 (COAT/TIE)
THE HOUSF-244 CALIFORNIA BLVD.
FOR RIDE OR INFO CALL 544-8178

Rush Pike!

FRI NEW YEARS EVE PARTY with
the LOVELY LADIES of SIGMA
KAPPA -invite only- 7:00
SAT Bar-B-Q 4 Sports -inviteSanta Rosa Park -12:00
Any Questions? 543-5869

PIKE IS IT
SIGMA NU RUSH

JUST SAY NU SCHEDULE FALL 1990
Tue Lasagna Dinner-Monday Club6:30
Wad Party Night-Pacheco Aud. 6:30
Thur Slide Stww-Chumash Aud 6:30
Sat Smoker- 6:30 AXO House
Sun Interviews-TBA
Mon BBQ TBA
FOf Info or Rides-Steve 543-5729
SIGMA PHI EPSI.ON
Friday Night at the Beach
4:30 BBQ 7:30 PARTY
Carpool meets at Music Bldg.Lawn
For RkJe Info CaH 546-8945

SIGMA PI
FALL RUSH

ABaaeball and Brothers Night
Thurs 5pm 183 Stenner
Around The World Party
Fri 9pm 183 Stenner
Sigma pi Night At The Movies
Inly
Sun Invite Only
Smoker Mon TBA
Thanks to Sigma Nu 4 TKE for a
great exchange AXO had a
B ^ S T in the reRSIAN GULP
The members of Kappa Alpha
Theta would like to congratulate
Barbara S. and Christina T.
on their recent engagements.
Best Wishes!

DELTA CHI
FALL RUSH

Thur.Sept 27-BIRTHDAY BASH (RAGE)
1051 Leff St, 7pm
Sat,Sept 29-Sonballl
El Chorro Park.lpm
Meet at 284 Corro Romauldo at 12.
Sun. Sept 30-Sports S u ^ ay !
730 Foothill, 12 Noon.
Mon, Oct 1-Smoker
284 Corro Romauldo, 7pm
lnfo?-Call Jon at 541-4197

DELTA SIGTHANKS FOR A GREAT TRIP AROUND
THE WORLD FRIDAY -THE ZETAS

GREEK DAYS!

OCT 1-6 SELECTED GREEK ITEMS
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE

IFC RUSH 1990
Get Involved
September23-October1
Buy your Rush Cards
In the UU Mon-Fri
From10:00-2:00PM
Throughout Rush

International Greek Life
TELECONFERENCE
3:00-6:00 September 30
Chumash Auditorium
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ABRACADABRA! WORD PROCESSING
*Sr. Projects ‘ Papers 549-0371

1981 DATSUN 310, runs well.
$1,100. Stew. 544-7566.

CW LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERV.
WP.SR.PROJECTS.DISC 528-5830
FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH -iLASER PRINTER - LAURA-549-8966
GAYLE'S V«/ORD PROCESSING SERVICE
RESUMES, REPORTS, TERM PAPERS
VERY REASONABLE RATES.PLEASE
PHONE 605-928-7283-Santa Maria_______
R4R Word Proceaalng RONA 544-2591
Laser Printer/Student Rates/By Appt

IS IT TRUE...JEEPS FOR $44
THROUGH THE U S. GOVT?
CALL FOR FACTS!
504-649-5745 EXT. S-3988

Commuting from Lompoc-5 Days/
week. Let's carpool! 735-3871

KAO

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA FALL RUSH
1617 SANTA ROSA ST. 544-9913
M9/24 COMEDY NIGHT TPM at HOUSE
T9/25 SMOKER 7 30OM atSANDWICH PT.
V\/9/26:COUNTRY PARTY 9PM at
TORTILLA F L A T S --------------TH9/27 BBQ 5:30PM at HOUSE
F9/28 CLUB PARADISE 4PM at
AVILA SPRINGS RESORT
S9/29 CASUAL NIGHT 5PM at HOUSE
FOR INFO CALL CHRIS 541-3302

CLERICAL ASSISTANT WANTED
for Journalism Dept, office.
WORK STUDY Students given
priority. Wbrdprocessing, tiling
duplicating, phones, etc. in a
busy office.Contact Madolyn at
756-2508 or stop by the Journalism
office 26-227
COMPUTER LAB ASSISTANT WANTED
for Journalism Dept Familiarity
with WORD PERFECT helpful. Work
study srudents given priority.
Contact Madolyn at 756-2508 or
stop by the Journ. office 26-227

PHI DELT
FALL RUSH

Sun.23-meet the Fraternities
Mon.24-alidea Univ.Unlon Room
rm.219 6pm
Tue. 25-Tri-Tip dinner at house
Thura.27-Luau w/aororlty 6pm
Fri. 28-Casino night(invite)
Sat. 29-Game day(lnvlte)
Sun. 30-Interviews (invite)
Get maps to house from table
Outside In University Union

Cedar Creek Room -male 2 share
Close to Poly, Pool, Fully Furn.
CAII DARIN 541-5488
FEMALE RMMT NEEDED ASAP
$220/MO,INCL.MOST UTIL..WALK TO
POLY CALL ANYTIME 542-0238
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE ROOM
Large house, 215/mo MAYBE PETS
Available Now 543-5442

Welcomes its new gamma pledges
Congratulations!
KAPPA SIGMAHAD A GREAT TIME AT THE FLATS
TUESDAY THANKS-THE ZETAS

said Miller. “I was excited about
getting into the program and
whenever I showed up for the
orientations and started hearing
about it and the thoughts of the
people who put it together, I ju st
became thrilled. It’s very wellconcieved and the departments
and school are very much behind
it.”
The EMP takes two academic
years to complete (105 units),
plus a summer internship spent
in business. It is open to stu
dents who have a prerequisite
engineering, computer science, or
similar technical degree. Eight
new courses, specifically design
ed for the EM P have been added
to the curriculum.

LG ROOM FOR RENT 2 NON-SMOKERS
TO SHARE ROOM IN PISMO BEACH
500.00/MONTH INC UTILITIES EXP.
PHONE SOUND GOOD? CALL
773-3402 HANK OR HEATHER
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED SHARED RM
IN 3 BED.2 B IH HOUSE SPA,BBQ BY
VALENCIA CATL ROB-Tf&-93J-6074--------Roommate Wanted Female to share
2 BDR townhouse no smoking,
quiet, no pets $310/mo 545-7937

Share room close to Poly
180/mo town house 544-9168 Stan/Bruce
EXPANDING AGAINI
ENERGETIC AND EXPERIENCED
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR TO BECOME
PART OF THE TEAM VOTED ;1.
MUST BE IDEA AND/OR AFAA
CERTIFIED. PLEASE BRING RESUME
BY MALONEYS GYM. 3546 S. HIGUERA
FASHION MODELS NEEDED FOR ART
320, WEDNESDAYS 8:15-9:30. CALL
THE ART OFFICE. EXTENSION 1148
TO LEAVE NAME AND TELEPHONE ;.

3 BEDROOM-2 1/2 BATH BRAND NEW
CONDO-415 NO Chorro- $1200/mo
CALL STEVE 543-8370

3Bdrm, IBth, 2-Car garage house near Cal
Poly-$ 1200/month 544-7336
_________

Phi Kappa Psi

Celebrating 2S Years
Thurs. Night Live RAGE 8pm
1439 Phillips Ln. ph.544-9168
PM PSI 4 PHI DELTS
THANKS FOR the short but
super FRIDAY NIGHT EXCHANGE
ALL HAD A BALL!!
LOVE the SISTERS of A-PM

THETA CHI RUSH

FEEL THE POWER
TONIGHT 7PM 6th Bi-Annual
Rat Races
Saturday 8pm Blowout Exchange
With Alpha Phi(invite only)
All events at house
844 Upham St
Call 543-9784 for info.

BRING HIM TO HIS KNEES WITH A
LITTLE STRIP TEASE! PENTHOUSE
CATALINA'S HOT OIL SHOW 772-5809
CASH for comics 4 gaming itemsSub Comics, Games 4 Posters
785 Marsh 541-3735
Games 4 Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447
LOOKING FOR LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
AT CREST PIZZA CALL FOR APPT
541-2285

LOST: CHROME-FRAMED SUNGLASSES
4 CASE -REWARD! JASON 549-0913

Friends and Lovers-Are you compat-ible? As
tro Computer Chart-Send
Birthdate, Names of both parties.
$10.00 to Brooke Thomas 110
S.Pine Suite 103 Santa Maria, CA. 93454

GOVERNMENT JOBS$16.040-$59.230/yr.
Now Hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext.R-10081 for current federal list
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-$oi.230/yr.
Call (1) 805-687-6000 Ext R-10081
for current Federal list
WORKSTUDY STUDENT NEEDED FOR
MUSTANG DALY. ENTRY LEVEL
$5.00/HR.,LONG-TERM PREFERRED
756-1143, A.J.

CEDAR CREEK

2 BDR 2 BATH Condo, Walking Dist.
To Poly. Full Units And Roommates
Are Also Needed Prices Ranging
From $255-$315 per month,Indiv.
Contracts For Every Person
Available Sept. 1
AVILA BEACH REALITY
544-9652

FOOTHILL HACIENDA only 2 left
furnished, LARGE 2 Bdrm,2 Bath
9 month lease-corrwr of Calif,
and Foothill 1 Block from Poly
481-1575 545-8078
FOR SALE IBM PS2 502 1MB RAM,
30MB HD, 3.5' Disk Dr, printer,
2400Bd modem, more $3100/neg
less 1 yr, ask 4 Steph 756-4424
Headless Bass Guitar
Great Stage Bass for Beginners
or a Pro.Only $190 with a Great
Case 544-2498 or 756-1143
Ask for LEE
IBM COMP 20MB XT W/TURBO,
POWER DIRECTOR 4 SOFTWARE
$699/OFFER 438-3806
TWIN BED FOR SALE
ONLY $40!
MATTRESS BOXSPRINGS 4 FRAME
CALL 544-1487

BICYCLE-TREK 620 22"
18-SPEED TOURING
LIKE NEW $275.00 OBO 543-0990
RACING/TOURING BIKE-FUJI DEL
REY 21" FRAME $250 OR BEST
OFFER CONTACT STAN at 544-9168
USED BICYCLES IN EXCELLENT COND
ITION-UNDER $75.00 805-937-1081

YOUR OWN BEDROOM I
Student housing at its finest. Our
quiet, furnished 4BR units include
a new double bed in each spacious
bedroom. Pool, free parking, close
to campus. Water and gas paid.
Individual contracts with flexible
payment options. Space now for
groups ” or we will match you up
Model apartment open daily 10AM-6Pk
WOODSIDE APARTMENTS
200 N. SANTA ROSA STREET
544-7007

2bdrm, Ibth, fmly rm.&fr.pic..
Morro Bay nr bch.$1445-agentPatricia 772-2284wk 772-8649hm
BUYING A HOUSE OR COND07FORFREE
LIST OF ALL LEAST EXPENSIVE HOUSES
& CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO. CALL
STEVE NELSON 543-8370. Farrel Smyth
Close to down town-Victorian home
plus 2 income units-Ig.lot $379,000
Condo-end unit-2bdrm, 1 1/2 bath.
Ig. deck plus more! $t67,000.
SINGLE WIDE MOBILE HOME DOWN
TOWN SL0.546 HIGUERA;23 LOW .
SPACE RENT$9000-OFFER 544i?84
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NATION
From p ag e 3
Wednesday.
But some officials fear the en
couraging trend may end soon,
especially at colleges in oil-sen
sitive northern states, if the
overall inflation rate worsens and
a recession occurs.
The survey by the College
Board found that Massachusetts
Institute of Technology is the
nation’s priciest college this fall:
an estimated $22,945, counting
tuition, fees, room and board,
books and supplies, transporta
tion, and other expenses.
According to the survey, fixed
charges at four-year private in 
stitutions — including tuitions,
fees and room and board —
average $13,544, an 8 percent in 
crease from last year’s $12,557.
A year ago, such charges rose 9
percent.
At four-year public univer
sities, fixed costs average $4,970,
up 7 percent from $4,715 the
previous year. Those rates rose
an average 8 percent over the
1988-89 school year.
At two-year private colleges,
fixed costs average $8,484, an 8
percent increase from $7,912 last

year. Tuition and fees at twoyear public institutions average
$884, up 5 percent from last
year’s $841. Few such institu
tions provide room and board.
‘T h a t’s progress, though not
dramatic,” said Richard Rosser,
p r e s i d e n t of t h e N a t i o n a l
Association of Independent Col
le g es and U n i v e r s i t i e s in
Washington, D.C.
The survey’s national averages
are weighted to take enrollment
into account. Colleges with large
enrollments count more heavily
than smaller schools.
At their worst, costs at public
and private institutions rose in
double digits from 1981 through
1984. Rates at four-year public
colleges shot up 20 percent in
1983-84. They settled into the 5
percent to 9 percent range the
past six years.
While encouraged by the
gradual easing in tuition in
creases, Rosser and other college
leaders say resurgent inflation
and a looming recession could
upset the pattern.
Universities in chilly northern

states, especially, will likely feel
the pinch of rising oil prices,
Rosser said.
In addition to MIT, total
e s t i m a t e d e x p e n s e s exceed
$22,000 at nine other schools:
Yale University, Brandéis Uni
versity, Harvard and Radcliflfe
colleges, B oston University,
Columbia University, Stanford
University, Bennington College,
Sarah Lawrence College, and
New York University.
Several on those highest-priced
schools, however, posted some of
their smallest year-to-year tui
tion increases in years. Colum
bia’s rates were up ju st 5.7 per
cent from a year ago; Stanford’s
rose 5.25 percent.

Study shows U.S.
doctors charge
more for services
BOSTON (AP) — Doctors in
the United States charge more
than twice as much as Canadian
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physicians for the same work,
and this helps explain why this
country’s health care costs are
dramatically higher, a study
concludes.
The study found that despite
their fatter fees, however, U.S.
doctors earn only about one-third
more than Canadians. The
reason: Canadian doctors are
busier and make up for their
lower fees by seeing more pa
tients.
Unlike the United States,
Canada provides complete, fully
paid health coverage for all its
citizens. In the United States,
one in seven people has no health
insurance, and even those with
coverage typically have to pay at
least part of the bill. Despite
these differences, health care
costs 20 percent more per person
in the United States than in
Canada.
In an attem pt to help sort out
the reasons, economist Victor R.
Fuchs of Stanford University
compared the differences in the
cost of physician services in the
two countries.
Overall, physician fees are 2.4
times higher in the United States

than in Canada. Other factors
besides doctors’ earnings con
tribute to the lower cost of medi
cal care in Canada.
“If physician fees in the Unit
ed States were the same as in
Canada, by how much would
total health care expenditures be
reduced?” said Fuchs. “If the
fees were cut in h alf and lowered
to the Canadian level, total ex
penditures would be reduced by
about 10 percent.’
Health care now accounts for
about 11.5 percent of the gross
national product in the United
States, while in Canada it is
about 9 percent. If U.S. spending
could be held to the Canadian
percentage, more than $100
million a year would be saved.
Canadian fees are uniform for
each service within provinces and
are set through negotiations be
tween doctors and the gov
ernment.
Fuchs said he doubts whether
the Canadian system could be
adm inistered in the United
States.
The study was based on 1985
data. U.S. physician pay con
tinues to climb sharply.

STATE
From p ag e 3
department, said Wednesday it
appeared a switch th at lets trains
change tracks had been tampered
with before the derailment.
But Currier said the switch
was in the right position when
two engines and the munitions
boxcars jumped the tracks in
this Orange County city early
Tuesday night. He declined to
elaborate further.
The boxcars did not overturn
and the munitions, which were
enroute to a munitions yard in
Indiana, were returned shortly
after midnight Wednesday to the
Naval Weapons Station at Seal
Beach, said Navy spokesman
Tom Thomas.
Two boxcars contained 2,304
rounds of five-inch naval artillery
shells. Another contained more
than 103,000 rounds of 20mm
anti-aircraft ammunition while
the fourth held 49 rounds of 16inch projectiles fired from Iowaclass battleships, Thomas said.
The Navy earlier had reported
all four boxcars held five-inch
shells.
Both the 16-inch and five-inch
shells were fused. However,
Thomas said there was never a
serious risk the shells would det
onate.

hours,” hotel concierge Matthew
Ellsworth said at a peaceful
morning protest outside the
downtown Hyatt Regency.
Cody Plott, regional vice
president for Hyatt Hotels and
Resorts Corp., said holding the
protest on the hotel-chain’s an
nual “In Touch Day” was a
publicity ploy.
“In Touch Day” was initiated
last year by Hyatt president
Darryl H artley-Leonard, who
dressed up as a bellman at the
Hyatt Regency in Chicago.
City councilmen Michael Woo
and Robert Farrell also blasted
Hyatt management for stalled
negotiations with the Hotel
Emp loye es and R e s t a u r a n t
Employees Union, Local 11.
N e a r l y 6 0 0 H y a t t hotel
workers have been working
without a contract since April
1989, when the last one expired.
The contract covers about 6,000
employees of different hotels
citywide.
Several of an estimated 125
protesters carried banners that
read, “The Hyatt Touch is a
Lie.”

Van fire spreads
to home, 2 killed,
others displaced

He said the fuses are designed
to arm only after the shell is fired
and is spinning and moving a t a
high velocity. Detonation also
requires sharp impact, he said.
COMPTON, Calif. (AP) - A
“In other words, for all intents
fire
in a parked van killed two
and purposes, they have to be
men
and cr it ic all y injured
fired from a gun to detonate,”
another,
then displaced 12 people
Thomas said.
when it spread to a house,
authorities said.
C o m p t o n p o l i c e and
firefighters found the van and
home in the 500 block of North
Poinsettia Avenue ablaze at 1:10
a.m. Wednesday, said Lt. Steve
Roller.
After putting out the fire,
firefighters discovered two men
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Hyatt dead. Roller said.
Hotel workers told their bosses
The third man, who was
Wednesday that dressing up as critically burned, was taken to
bartenders, busboys and maids County-USC Medical Center. A
for a day won’t solve the pro hospital nursing supervisor on
blems of 600 employees who have Wednesday said she could not
been working without a contract comment on the man’s condition.
for more than a year.
No one inside the house was
“How dare they say they’re in ii\jured, he said. The Red Cross
touch with us ju st because they was helping the occupants, five
put on a uniform for a few adults and seven children.

Hyatt employees
protest hotel’s
‘In Touch Day’

